Vector optical coherence lattices generating controllable far-field beam profiles.
We introduce partially coherent vector sources with periodic spatial coherence properties, which we term vector optical coherence lattices (VOCLs), as an extension of recently introduced scalar OCLs. We derive the realizability conditions and propagation formulae for radially polarized VOCLs (i.e., a typical kind of VOCLs). We show that radially polarized VOCLs display nontrivial propagation properties and generate controllable intensity lattices in the far zone of the source (or in the focal plane of a lens). By adjusting source coherence, one can obtain intensity lattices with bright or dark nodes. The latter can be employed to simultaneously trap multiple particles or atoms as well as in free-space optical communications. We also report the experimental generation of radially polarized VOCLs and we characterize VOCLs propagation properties.